Dalliance: interactive genome viewing on the web
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ABSTRACT

Summary: Dalliance is a new genome viewer which offers a high level of interactivity while running within a web browser. All data is fetched using the established distributed annotation system (DAS) protocol, making it easy to customize the browser and add extra data.

Availability and Implementation: Dalliance runs entirely within your web browser, and relies on existing DAS server infrastructure. Browsers for several mammalian genomes are available at http://www.biodalliance.org/, and the use of DAS means you can add your own data to these browsers. In addition, the source code (Javascript) is available under the BSD license, and is straightforward to install on your own web server and embed within other documents.
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Since the early days of the draft human genome, web-based genome browsers such as Ensembl, GBrowse and the UCSC browser have been popular and important tools for biologists working on datasets large and small (Hubbard et al., 2009; Rhead et al., 2010; Stein et al., 2002). Despite increasing sophistication of data production and analysis methods, the importance of ‘eyeballing’ data to generate hypotheses or simply check the results of new analyses cannot be understated. Perhaps surprisingly, while genome browsing tools remain under very active development, the general approach taken by the major browsers has remained constant: a complex piece of server software reads databases, integrates information and creates bitmap image files that are displayed in the user’s web browser window. This approach is reliable and places low demands on the end user’s machine. However, it imposes serious limits on the level of interactivity, since any change in the display requires a full reload.

There has been some interest in desktop applications, such as IGV (Robinson et al., 2004), which shift more work to the client side and increase the level of interactivity. Examples such as Apollo (Lewis et al., 2002) and Otterlace/Zmap (Searle et al., 2004) have become important tools to support the specialized activity of genome annotation. However, given the availability of reasonably functional tools which run in the web browser, the majority of users have been reluctant to install a heavyweight desktop client.

With that said, the web browser is not a static target, and the possibility of writing rich client applications in Javascript that run in web browsers has increased steadily over the last few years. In particular, making calls back to the server and fetching additional information without fully refreshing the page (‘AJAX’) has become a standard part of many web developers’ toolkits. There have already been several attempts to improve genome browsing using a degree of client side interactivity. One approach uses large sets of pre-rendered image tiles, analogous to online mapping applications (Yates et al., 2007) while others have used CSS to perform limited drawing within the user’s browser (Skinner et al., 2009). However, the former seriously limits the flexibility of the system—especially when it comes to adding new data—while the latter offers only limited graphical capabilities. We believe that the time is ripe for a new and uncompromising approach to combine the best features of web-based and desktop genome browsers.

To address the limitations in current browsers, we have developed Dalliance, a new genomics tool which runs within the web browser but uses a number of recent technologies—most importantly, the W3C scalable vector graphic model (SVG)—to offer a level of interactivity which is competitive with desktop applications.

Dalliance uses the standard distributed annotation system (DAS) protocol (Jenkinson et al., 2008), already used to add extra tracks to the web-based browsers including Ensembl and GBrowse, to fetch sequence, annotations and alignments from servers around the network, before integrating the data into a smoothly-scrolling vector graphics display (Fig. 1).

Taking this approach offers a number of advantages. Following the DAS model means that researchers wanting to show their own data in a browser can easily do so without hosting their own copies of the reference genome and basic annotation databases, and allows data consumers to combine datasets in novel ways. Our choice of SVG gives a rich graphics platform comparable with APIs available on desktop platforms: we currently implement all the glyph types from the DAS stylesheet specification, and it would be straightforward to add more. SVG takes a scene graph approach (i.e. the rendering code builds a tree of objects describing what should be drawn, rather than calling rendering primitives directly), which means that smooth scrolling and export of high-quality vector graphics in SVG or, with some straightforward server support, PDF format for publication or presentation are both straightforward. Because each ‘track’ of features is fetched using a separate—although usually concurrent—network request, and displayed as soon as the data arrives, one slow data source does not hold up the display of the rest of the data. And by fetching some excess data on each side of what is currently being displayed, the loading time can often be hidden from the user entirely.

In recognition that the reference genome sequences of most species are still moving targets, and that data released a few years ago may still be valuable today, even if it isn’t actively maintained, we allow DAS sources targeted to one version of a
As part of the Dalliance project, a lightweight BAMMappingSource can be inserted into almost any HTML page, so it can be combined with blogs, wikis, etc., or added as a browser component to an existing HTML database interface.

Dalliance is a practical genome browser that provides a smooth, interactive, user experience while handling large volumes of data. Since all data is loaded via DAS, it is straightforward to add additional data, or even a complete new genome dataset. The modern web browser offers a rich platform for data visualization, including complex scientific datasets, and we expect to see similar technological approaches deployed widely in the future.
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